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CASE HISTORY: CONFERENCE SUITE
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Professional Audio/Visual Installation by HTS
Overview

The Challenge

•

The two rooms are a completely different style to
each other. Conference room 1 is larger with a high
angled ceiling, large skylights, suspended lighting
and a glazed wall. Conference room 2 is the complete
opposite - low ceiling with no windows or suspended
lighting. Each room would need a different AV solution
and it would need to be linked when required.

•

•

BHI have two conference rooms used individually
or connected to facilitate larger audiences.
The audio visual system needs to work in one
room, as a separate system, or connect for dual
display when joined to make one large room.
The control system needs to be easy to use with
computer connectivity options for access from the
front or rear of the room.

The service
provided by HTS
was of a very high
standard. We are
delighted with
the AV equipment
supplied for our
conference suites.

’

Karen Blower, Assistant Manager (BHI)
Bromsgrove Healthcare Innovations Limited

www.hts-av.com
01905 840777

Audio Visual Specialists (25 years)
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“The HTS team were professional
and helpful. They have provided
an excellent after service too.
They come highly recommended!”

About Bromsgrove Health
Innovation Centre (BHI)

Karen Blower, Assistant Manager (BHI)
Bromsgrove Healthcare Innovations Limited

BHI Parkside, a new state of the art Medical Centre,
which has been designed to be the best of its kind in
the country, offers first class conference and training
facilities.

The Solution

About HTS

A ceiling mounted projector wasn’t possible in room
1 and due to the suspended lighting, neither would be
a long throw projector mounted on the rear wall. Our
solution involved a high brightness EPSON ultra short
throw projector mounted directly above the screen. It
provided the image size BHI required and had enough
brightness to cope with the ambient light from the
windows. In the adjoining room 2 we specified a
ceiling mounted projector as the ceiling height would
not allow for the unit mounted above the screen.
We selected another EPSON projector for this which
ensured a similar image quality. Wiring was neatly
installed between the two systems to allow
simultaneous presentations and auto switchers
were added to default to the BHI computers if no
guest laptops were connected. Small module remote
audio amplifiers with wall speakers were also
specified to enhance video and multimedia
presentations. Simple wall control panels allow
BHI to hire the rooms to a variety of clients without
handing over several remote controls. With simple
on/off and input buttons, the user needs very little
or no training to use the av systems.

Based in the West Midlands and with over 25 years
experience in the projector installation and audio
visual installation industry HTS specialise in complete
custom-built AV (Audio Visual) systems designed and
installed to meet your individual needs.
Providing audio visual installation and servicing
has always been the backbone of our business. Our
in-depth knowledge enables us to help you choose
the best product for your requirements.Our team of
experienced projector and screen technicians are fully
trained to deal with all aspects of health and safety
and are accredited in a large range of audio visual
installation.
We offer full support for conferencing, exhibitions,
product launches and corporate events. To ensure
our customers needs are always met we also provide
maintenance contracts, one off services and call out
facilities.
Call us on 01905 840777 for a free, no obligation
quote.

More than a Medical Centre...
First class conference facilities

Essential business facilities have been thought
of throughout. Each of the meeting rooms are
air-conditioned, offer Wi-Fi coverage and have
custom built Audio-Visual solutions. Delegates are
assured a warm welcome at the BHI Reception.
bromsgrovehealthcare.co.uk

Kit List
BHI Conference Suite
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EPSON ultra short throw projector
EPSON Projector
Projectable drywipe boards
VISION Module audio amplifiers
VISION wall speakers
Altinex computer auto switchers
Smarte signal converters
AMX Novara control panels
Gyration wireless keyboards and mice
HTS projector ceiling bracket
HTS Pro installation

